Influence of concentration on distribution properties of stretched-DNA in the MEC studied with fluorescence imaging and drop shape analyzing.
Stretching and manipulating DNA efficiently is significant for exploring the properties and applications of single DNA molecules. Here, the influence of concentrations of buffer and DNA on properties of stretched DNA molecules in the molecular evaporation combing (MEC) is investigated systematically with the single molecule fluorescence imaging microscopy and the high-precision drop shape analyzing technology. The stretched degree and uniformity of combed DNA molecules decrease as the buffer concentration are increased from 7 to 20mM. When the buffer concentration changes from 12 to 15mM, the stretched DNA molecules are apt to form a ringlike pattern. During the MEC process, there exist two kinds of evaporation modes, i.e., the constant contact angle mode and the constant contact radius mode. The former only takes effect in the lower concentration of buffer and DNA, enabling the uniform stretching. While the latter plays the leading role in the higher concentration, promoting the formation of the ringlike pattern of DNA molecules.